Introducing Allegro....
Carolyn has just introduced the Allegro IPL machine into her clinic! Allegro offers permanent hair reduction for any
skin type and most hair colours including white, blonde and red!
Allegro’s Super Fast Motion Technology combines low fluence, super fast pulses to target and destroy the hair
follicles responsible for hair growth, without harming surrounding tissue.
The ‘sweeping technique’ allows for continuous motion movement and cooling resulting in a faster treatment time
with less pain and discomfort. This is in contrast to previous technology which caused peak energies and required
cooling prior to the treatment in order to reduce adverse side effects.
For further information book a free consultation with Carolyn or drop into the salon and take a brochure.
Carolyn’s next visiting dates:
Monday Nov 2nd • Wednesday Nov 4th • Monday Dec 7th







New from Youngblood

Purchase any of the new Intimattes Lipsticks and get $10 off any Lip Pencil!
Shades include Vain, Secret & Vamp
‘All You Need’ Christmas Gift Bag includes:
Your choice of Liquid Mineral Foundation OR Loose Mineral Foundation, Pressed Mineral Blush (Tangier, Bashful,
Blossom OR Sugar Plum), Makeup Bag, Mini Mineral Primer, Mini Lengthening Mascara ‘Blackout’, Mini Lipstick

Congratulations to our hairdresser
Sarah and her partner Zac on the
safe arrival of

‘Max Andrew Bailey’
Arrived
24.10.15 at
12:02pm
9 pounds 5 ounces
51 cms

SNS is a revolutionary multi-3 step process that overlays directly onto the
nail bed to create a long lasting nail with exceptional durability and shine.
The application doesn't use harsh chemicals, which eliminates the odours
that are typically associated with acrylics and gels.
SNS Nails are much thinner, light weight, quicker to apply than acrylics,
and help your nails to grow stronger and healthier by adding 5 different
kinds of vitamins and calcium.
There is a range of colour and glitter dipping powders available including
French. and completely zero drying time!








“Happiness is not a

Spray Tan Membership

state to arrive at,
but a manner of

$289

travelling”


- Margaret Lee Runbeck

No Damage to Nail Bed
Light Weight & Durable
Looks & Feels Natural
Added Calcium, Vitamin A, E, D3 & B5
No Liquid or UV Light Needed
Easy to Do, Easy to Refill
Zero Drying Time



3 months unlimited spray tans
 Free bikini wax or XXX wax
Free Vani-T mini product (your choice
of bronzing custard, body shampoo,
bronzing glaze or bronzing silk)
Available now!

